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CHORUS (Eve)
You said that you love me
Oh what happened to the love
You said that you love me
Oh what happened to the love

VERSE

And there is a rather large population
Of hole sale suppliers
Dat might as well hand out fliers
Some gyals nowa days give you
Faster than preyers
And there is no love
Mama always told from the age of ten
She can't be my girl
If she canÃ•t be my friend
Fi think some gyal love man
Just for money for spend
I'm hurt my love
What about di youths dem
Weh love fi breed off the girls
And still nah care for da youth dem
Wahapn to the boots dem
And hear wah mek go worse
Nuff a dem did have and nah use dem
Fire fi di bait who love using the girls
So friend can congratulate dem
Rasta nah rate dem
When dem abusing di girls
Gun shot for bwoy weh ah rape dem

CHORUS

Some gyal like the hour of talking
Before dem will mek you shoot it
Meanwhile some gi ya anywhere the car is parking
Some only when secluded
Well some gyal put themselves on the market
Pum pum fit to suited
With di more expensive packages marking
Batteries not included
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Some bwoy shoot wild like machine gun cupid
Just cause dap and doop did
And still don't have no one to call there own
Don't you think that's kinda stupid
Some bwoy have dem weak
And that's why dem can't refuse it
And dem think with dem john every day of the week
Well some fool better mind dem loose it

CHORUS

VERSE (Eve)

CHORUS

VERSE

How some gyal head so light
It must the altitude
How some gyal get so bright
Within their attitude
Why some gyal wanna wuk
Down the multitude
Don't they know their the mothers of

Respect to the ladies
Weh care the youths
And all of the ladies
Weh bare the youths
Single parents wid no one
To contibute
She goin 5 months and over
Aahhhhhh
All of the ladies
Weh face the truth
Even when belly bigger
Than a pumpkin fruit
And still no one there yet
To contribute
She goin 9months all over
Aahhhhhh
Why some parents
Don't hear di youths
Why some parents
Don't prepare di youths
And why some parents
Must fear the youths
From all ten years and over
Aahhhhhh

CHORUS
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